Mob: 07549 040 316

Landline: 01208 850616

Dog Grooming

These prices are for guidance only, based on regularly groomed dogs. Badly matted or very dirty dogs will need extra
time and will, of course, incur extra costs. If you aren’t sure which category your dog fits into, or would like an
accurate quote rather than an estimate, please call me for a chat, or to book a free consultation.
Group 1 - Full Groom from £25
Example breeds: Yorkshire Terrier, Pug, French Bulldog.
Group 2 - Full Groom from £28
Example breeds: Border Terrier (clipped), Cavalier King Charles, Labrador, Lhasa Apso, Pomeranian, Shih Tzu etc.
Group 3 – Full Groom from £30
Example breeds: Bedlington Terrier, Bichon Frise, Cavachon, Doodles, Cocker spaniel, Spaniel, Poodle (mini/toy),
Schnauzer (mini), Sheltie, Springer Spaniel, Tibetan Terrier, Flat Coated Retriever, Border Collie.
Group 4 - Full Groom from £35
Example breeds: Border Collie (long Coated), Golden Retriever, Labradoodle (price dependent on coat condition),
Husky, Schnauzer (standard), German Shepherd (standard coat).
Group 5 - Full Groom from £45
Example breeds: Malamute/large Husky, Rough Collie, Poodle (standard), Giant Schnauzer, German Shepherd (long
Coat), Example breeds: Bernese Mountain Dog, Leonberger, Bearded Collie, Old English Sheep Dog, Newfoundland,
Samoyed.
Full Groom (as above) – includes – health Check, ear clean, nail trim and feet tidy, bath (wash and condition), blow
dry, clip and trim.
Wash and Blow Dry only
Small Short Coats (Pug, Bulldog etc) £15.00
Large Short Coats (Labrador, Vizsla, Doberman etc) £20.00

Please ring for a quote for your individual dog, prices depend on coat length.
Hand stripping from £40.00
Please be aware that this can be quite an uncomfortable process for your dog if done in one sitting. We need time to
do the stripping in stages, so your dog can have a breaks in between. We prefer to start the process in the morning.
This price does not include bathing. Again, please call for a chat, as stripping will not be effective unless the coat is
ready.
Puppy’s First Bath/Groom from £15
Includes nail trim, ear clean, scissoring if needed, and lots of cuddles. Great way to introduce your puppy to
grooming, and making the experience a positive one from the very beginning.
Nail trim - £6

